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Part I: Program Overview 
A. Program Data Overview:
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. Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Overview: 
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. Curriculum Overview: 
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. Scheduling Overview: 
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. Technology, Equipment, and Facilities: 
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. Academic Support Services and Library Resources: 
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. Staffing and Professional Development: 
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. Industry Trends/Advisory Committee Recommendations (Required for CTE): 
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What additional data would help with your next program review? 
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Part II: Program Goals and Recommendations 
List any short-term or long-term goals for the program: 
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Recommendation #1: 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support
� Curriculum
� Distance Education
� Equipment

� Facilities
� Library Resources
� Professional Dev.
� Safety

� Scheduling
� Staffing
� Technology
� Other: _______________________

Action plan: 

Responsible party/parties: Timeline: 

� Has associated cost: $ ________________ Priority:  _____________________________
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Recommendation #2: 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support
� Curriculum
� Distance Education
� Equipment

� Facilities
� Library Resources
� Professional Dev.
� Safety

� Scheduling
� Staffing
� Technology
� Other: _______________________

Action plan: 

Responsible party/parties: Timeline: 

� Has associated cost: $ ________________ Priority:  _____________________________
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Recommendation #3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #4: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #6: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #7: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #8: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #9: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #10: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 


	Prepared and submitted by: Nili Kirschner, FT Division Rep, with input from PT anthropology faculty Emma Blackthorne, Pam DaGrossa, Trine Johansen, and Mary Sharlow.
	Program Data Overview: The anthropology program is a small but productive program, with 3-5 PT faculty teaching across the three campuses. Historically fills rates at both Woodland and Lake are very high, often at or above 100%, although at Woodland we've tripled the number of sections offered in the last 6 years, with a predictable drop in fill rates to a respectable 72.5% over 6 sections at Woodland last year. Demographically, the student population served by the program is not notably different from the demographics of the respective campus. However, student retention and success rates are consistently higher for the program at Lake and Woodland than the campus average.Data suggest that with coordinated scheduling across the college sites, expansion of DE options, and some much overdue investment in instructional equipment, the program will continue to grow and could support a FT faculty member easily if load was distributed between sites.The 5-year average productivity for Lake and Woodland (excluding the Colusa courses, which are typically small in most disciplines) is 537.4. In 2016-17 alone, we offered 11 sections of anthropology at Woodland and Lake, all with fill rates of 75% and in some cases much higher (above 100% at Lake).
	Review Type: Annual Update
	Program: Anthropology
	Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Overview: All three anthropology courses, as well as the transfer degree, have SLOs that map onto the iSLOs of Critical Thinking, Global Awareness, and Personal and Social Responsibility. In TracDat, outcome data only shows for two courses, but not for the newest course (Anthro 3). It is difficult to distinguish which SLOs are active and need to be assessed in TracDat. It does not appear that SLOs are assessed systematically, which is typical for a program with no FT oversight.  
	Curriculum Overview: Anthropology curriculum is up to date. All three courses have C-ID approval and are included in the new Anthropology AA-T. Courses transfer to CSU and UC, have major articulation agreements at UCD, and meet IGETC and CSU GEB as well as local GE requirements. ANTHR 1 - Effective Term SPRING 2016ANTHR 2 - Effective Term SPRING 2016ANTHR 3 - Effective Term FALL 2015Based on input from discipline faculty, we will be adding DE options to these classes:ANTHR 1 - hybrid ANTHR 2 - online, hybridANTHR 3 - hybrid, broadcast edThese options should increase productivity and options for students without reducing the quality or integrity of instruction.PT faculty have also indicated the desire to add hours and units of lab to ANTHR 1. Given that lab is not required for C-ID articulation, we are leaving the course as is until a FT faculty member is hired to oversee the conversion to a lab class if deemed appropriate.
	Scheduling Overview: Currently, fill rates at Woodland are good with 3 sections per semester. When we offered 4 in a semester, fill rates dropped. My recommendation is to continue with .6 FTEF at Woodland per semester, but only offer Anthro 3 once per year.At Lake, fill rates are strong, and the campus may be able to support increasing the number of sections.The inclusion of DE options should also help grow the program schedule overall.
	Technology Equipment and Facilities: Discipline faculty have indicated the need for both classroom equipment (such as model skulls and experiment kits), and a secure place to store equipment where PT faculty can easily access it. Requests for these items are included in this program review.At Woodland, anthropology classes are often scheduled in 807 and use smart classroom technology, so they are negatively impacted by weak wifi and poor light blockage.
	Academic Support Services and Library Resources: Library resources are sufficient. Academic support services tailored for social sciences are beneficial although workshop attendance does not indicate that anthropology students are attending the workshops. The social science division, dean of instruction, dean of student success, and student success center faculty/staff, and librarian could do more outreach to PT faculty in this discipline to ensure that their students' needs are met.
	Staffing and Professional Development: Staffing appears adequate for all three sites. The flex/professional development coordinator and committee have expanded opportunities for and awareness of a variety of professional development activities throughout the semester. 
	Industry Trends (CTE): 
	additional data requests: Transfer data
	Goals: Short term:1) Grow the program by expanding the course offerings to include DE options.2) Support the program with necessary equipment, technology, and facilities.3) Ensure that anthropology students have adequate academic support and learning resources.4) Increase degree completion and transfer rates by raising awareness of the Anthro AA-T.Long term:5) Work towards ability to support a FT faculty member to oversee the program.6) With hiring of FT faculty, expand curriculum.7) With hiring of FT faculty, include lab component in courses as appropriate.
	Recommendation01: Based on discipline faculty input, revise Anthro CORs to include appropriate DE options. Depending on the DE option scheduled, this recommendation also depends on broadcast ed classroom expansion, continued faculty training and support (including captioning), and online services for DE students.
	Rationale01: Discipline faculty discussed, for each course, which DE options would be most appropriate and beneficial to students and to the program.Anthro 3 is required for ADT but not popular enough to fill. Expanding to broadcast ed may maximize efficiency to ensure that the course can be offered for students who want to complete the degree.
	Academic Support01: 
	Curriculum01: On
	DE01: On
	Equipment01: 
	Facilities01: 
	Library01: 
	Professional Dev01: 
	Safety01: 
	Scheduling01: 
	Staffing01: 
	Technology01: On
	Other01: 
	other01: 
	Action01: Social Science division rep will work with discipline faculty to revise CORs.DE committee should continue to advocate for broadcast ed expansion, faculty resources, and online student services such as tutoring and counseling.
	Responsible01: CC Division Rep, DE Committee, IT
	Timeline01: ASAP
	HasCost01: 
	Cost01: 
	Priority01: [Medium]
	Recommendation02: Provide a secure storage area that can be easily accessed by PT faculty for course equipment. Options include:- locking storage cabinet in classroom (will require anthro classes to be scheduled in same room)- bins, shelves, or cabinets in adjunct officeWill need to work directly with discipline faculty to determine appropriate size.
	Rationale02: Discipline faculty have been clear that to teach Biological Anthropology with the rigor expected by C-ID and 4-year institutions, they need course materials including disarticulated skeletons, hominid skulls, and DNA sequencing kits. Since there is no FT faculty in the program it is difficult to find storage and coordinate access between multiple PT faculty. Currently we only have one set of hominid skulls, stored in the office of the FT Sociology faculty, but if more equipment requests are granted, we will need a better solution.
	Academic Support02: 
	Curriculum02: 
	DE02: 
	Equipment02: On
	Facilities02: On
	Library02: 
	Professional Dev02: 
	Safety02: 
	Scheduling02: 
	Staffing02: 
	Technology02: 
	Other02: 
	other02: 
	Action02: Not sure - open to suggestions. :-)
	Responsible02: Dean of Instruction?
	Timeline02: ASAP
	HasCost02: On
	Cost02: 
	Priority02: [High]
	Recommendation03: Purchase equipment for Biological Anthropology, as requested by PT faculty. The cost given below is for multiple items. See spreadsheet (Anthro equipment requests) in TracDat for specific items, cost, and URLs. Cost does not include taxes or shipping/handling.
	Rationale03: Most biological anthropology classes include a lab component. While C-ID does not require an official lab, there is still an expectation of exposure to hands-on activities and visual aids. Until this year, the program had no equipment and would borrow things from the biology program. One instructor indicated that the bone replicas they would borrow were not in the right format for anthro classes, and were difficult to access.Currently, the program has one set of hominid skulls but needs more equipment.
	Academic Support03: 
	Curriculum03: 
	DE03: 
	Equipment03: On
	Facilities03: 
	Library03: 
	Professional Dev03: 
	Safety03: 
	Scheduling03: 
	Staffing03: 
	Technology03: 
	Other03: 
	other03: 
	Action03: See spreadsheet for details of each request. Office of instruction will need to work with PT faculty to prioritize the requests since no prioritization information was given at the time of program review.
	Responsible03: Office of instruction, PT anthro faculty
	Timeline03: ASAP
	HasCost03: On
	Cost03: 4054.40
	Priority03: [High]
	Recommendation04: Improve classroom technology with stronger wifi signal and darker door/window coverings (or reorientation of screen).
	Rationale04: Most anthro classes on Woodland campus are taught in 807 where wifi access is patchy. This limits students' access to online materials and poses a potential safety issue. These classes make frequent use of the projector. Current window/door screens do not block out enough light, and whenever someone enters or exits the class, it ruins visibility for the class.
	Academic Support04: 
	Curriculum04: 
	DE04: 
	Equipment04: 
	Facilities04: On
	Library04: 
	Professional Dev04: 
	Safety04: On
	Scheduling04: 
	Staffing04: 
	Technology04: On
	Other04: 
	other04: 
	Action04: Add wifi signal booster to classroom? Provide darker window/door coverings or reorient screen to minimize disruption.
	Responsible04: IT, M&O?, Office of Instruction
	Timeline04: ASAP
	HasCost04: On
	Cost04: 
	Priority04: [Medium]
	Recommendation05: Ensure that needs of anthropology students are met by academic support services.
	Rationale05: As we move toward guided pathways, academic support will need to be more tailored to areas of emphasis or meta major pathways. The Student Success Center and library have worked with FT faculty in the social science division to increase resources for social science students, but PT faculty in anthropology have not been included in these discussions.
	Academic Support05: On
	Curriculum05: 
	DE05: 
	Equipment05: 
	Facilities05: 
	Library05: 
	Professional Dev05: 
	Safety05: 
	Scheduling05: 
	Staffing05: 
	Technology05: 
	Other05: 
	other05: 
	Action05: The dean of student success and Student Success Center faculty/staff can solicit input from PT faculty in programs that lack FT faculty to see if there are any specialized needs.
	Responsible05: Dean of Student Success, Student Success Center
	Timeline05: Spring 2018
	HasCost05: 
	Cost05: 
	Priority05: [Medium]
	Recommendation06: Increase awareness of Anthropology AA-T, transfer pathway, and career options by developing a brochure for counseling office and outreach. Cost estimate is for 250 brochures from YCCD print shop.
	Rationale06: The Anthropology AA-T prepares students for transfer to both CSU and UC and for a range of possible career options. The degree is relatively new and has never been awarded. To increase awareness we need to provide counselors with current and accurate information, in a format that can be easily distributed.
	Academic Support06: 
	Curriculum06: 
	DE06: 
	Equipment06: 
	Facilities6: 
	Library06: 
	Professional Dev06: 
	Safety06: 
	Scheduling06: 
	Staffing06: 
	Technology06: 
	Other06: On
	other06: outreach, counseling
	Action06: Discipline faculty can work with counselors to develop content for trifold brochure using guidelines or template established by student services. 
	Responsible06: Discipline faculty, student services
	Timeline06: Spring 2018
	HasCost06: On
	Cost06: 150
	Priority06: [Medium]
	Recommendation07: Develop protocol for oversight of programs without FT faculty, including:- program review- equipment and staffing requests- website updates- aggregating SLO outcomes across instructors- coordinated scheduling across sites
	Rationale07: Currently, this is all done by the curriculum committee division rep, but this method is not sustainable. The division rep will continue to oversee curriculum updates as specified in the Curriculum Committee Operating Agreement, but there needs to be a formal process for the rest of the work.This work matters for accreditation as well as for morale.
	Academic Support07: 
	Curriculum07: 
	DE07: 
	Equipment07: 
	Facilities07: 
	Library07: 
	Professional Dev07: 
	Safety07: 
	Scheduling07: 
	Staffing07: 
	Technology07: 
	Other07: On
	other07: Accreditation, planning
	Action07: One possibility is revisiting the idea of division chairs to formalize and compensate the work that some FT faculty do for "orphan" programs....
	Responsible07: PC, Senate
	Timeline07: ASAP
	HasCost07: 
	Cost07: 
	Priority07: [High]
	Recommendation08: 
	Rationale08: 
	Academic Support08: 
	Curriculum08: 
	DE08: 
	Equipment08: 
	Facilities08: 
	Library08: 
	Professional Dev08: 
	Safety08: 
	Scheduling08: 
	Staffing08: 
	Technology08: 
	Other08: 
	other08: 
	Action08: 
	Responsible08: 
	Timeline08: 
	HasCost08: 
	Cost08: 
	Priority08: [Select:]
	Recommendation09: 
	Rationale09: 
	Academic Support09: 
	Curriculum09: 
	DE09: 
	Equipment09: 
	Facilities09: 
	Library09: 
	Professional Dev09: 
	Safety09: 
	Scheduling09: 
	Staffing09: 
	Technology09: 
	Other09: 
	other09: 
	Action09: 
	Responsible09: 
	Timeline09: 
	HasCost09: 
	Cost09: 
	Priority09: [Select:]
	Recommendation10: 
	Rationale10: 
	Academic Support10: 
	Curriculum10: 
	DE10: 
	Equipment10: 
	Facilities10: 
	Library10: 
	Professional Dev10: 
	Safety10: 
	Scheduling10: 
	Staffing10: 
	Technology10: 
	Other10: 
	other10: 
	Action10: 
	Responsible10: 
	Timeline10: 
	HasCost10: 
	Cost10: 
	Priority10: [Select:]


